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The work of the modern police apparatus is highly dependent upon media technologies.
This article traces crucial developments in this history, analyzing the central role that
media have played in policing practices since the advent of the modern patrol in the late
eighteenth century. We trace how the governmentalized police force has used media to
govern efficiently what Foucault calls the three great variables: territory, speed, and
communication. In conclusion, we consider the possibilities for resistance in a time when
digital police media have given rise to alarming strategies for surveilling populations,
stifling dissent, and exerting control over public and private space.
Keywords: Governmentality; Police; Foucault; Surveillance; Media History; Digital Media
Critical/cultural scholarship addressing media and the police has largely been an
affair of ideology critique featuring the analysis of police officers as characters in
popular culture fare.1 As this work has pointed out, popular police dramas have a
long history that includes radio,2 film,3 and television,4 and they have tended to
support a ‘‘law and order’’ imperative that has been quite at home in times of neoconservative rule,5 during wars on (and of) terror,6 and while a generalized state of
exception perpetually lingers.7 However, that is not the police media addressed in this
essay. Rather, what follows is a historical look at how the modern police force has
been constituted through its capacities for human and technological mediation. This
is to say that policing, the work done by the modern police apparatus, has from
its outset been imagined to be accomplishable in part through media.8 When we say
media, we lean heavily upon German media theorist Friedrich Kittler9 to consider all
technologies used for the collection, storage, and processing of data that, amongst
other things, create new capacities for manipulating the time/space axis.10 As such,
police media encompass the technical and bureaucratic means by which intelligence,
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personnel, resources, and patrol coordinates are collected, stored, processed, and
transmitted through time and across space.
Media have long been envisioned as solutions to what Foucault saw as the ‘‘three
great variables*territory, speed, and communication’’11*that challenged modern
forms of rule from the nineteenth century on. The rise of these variables marks a shift
in governmental rationality from one based upon an architectural model of the city
to one understood as a technological and infrastructural problem dealing with how
best to organize and regulate flows of people, commodities, and risks.12 This
emergent and at times contentious shift in governance is broadly characterized by
Foucault as a shift from a disciplinary model to one of security.13 According to
Foucault, disciplinarity attempts to ‘‘isolate a space,’’14 to ‘‘prevent everything,’’15 and
‘‘allows nothing to escape.’’16 Security, on the other hand, involves ‘‘ever-wider
circuits’’ in which ‘‘freedom is nothing else but the correlative of the deployment of
apparatuses of security,’’17 organized through the ‘‘option of circulation.’’18 The
different goals to which police media have been oriented provide a means for
elaborating the historical ambivalence between an ideal disciplinary police power that
seeks to control everything and a governmentalized police force that works to manage
risks most efficiently.19 Because the technologization of police communications has
allowed the modern force to ‘‘police at a distance,’’20 police media have helped
mediate between the police force’s disciplinary tendencies and the liberal political
economies in which it has taken form. In the words of Kelly Gates, this is a ‘‘balancing
act that has consistently posed a challenge to liberal democracies and one that seems
to lean, in the present climate, toward expanding police power.’’21As we will show,
media have often been the tightrope on which this balancing act has been carried out.
These logistical facets of police media highlight the fact that modern policing
consists of more than just cops walking (or driving) their beat. Law and order must
reign on the streets, to be sure, but media also play an essential role in a number of
less dramatic activities that are constitutive of the modern policing apparatus. Media
provide a necessary condition for police departments and criminal scientists to
produce knowledge: the surveillance, measurement, and analysis of insecure spaces
and human subjects can scarcely be undertaken without media that inform,
constrain, and process that data. And not only are police interventions imagined
and designed through existing technological capacities, they have historically been
carried out by various logistical media, from the whistle22 and callbox23 to the
‘‘Wanted’’ poster24 and police radio.25 For the purposes of this essay, then, we will
divide police media into two functional categories: police intelligence and logistical
telecommunications. The first addresses the role of media as mechanisms for
producing databases, as police intelligence derives from the ability to amass, store,
and process increasing amounts of data. These media work to solve the problem of
time by extending the life of previously fleeting forensic information and opening it
up to an ever-expansive field of criminology. The second function involves the
extension, interactivity, and translatability of transmissions in order to initiate
citizen-surveillance and monitor and coordinate increasingly vast and mobile police
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forces. Such logistical media solve the problem of organizing control over territory.
Our analysis, then, will pivot upon what Peter Miller and Nikolas Rose have
recognized as the essential interwoven procedures of governmentality: representing
and intervening.27 According to Miller and Rose:
The specificity of governmentality, as it has taken shape in ‘‘the West’’ over the last
two centuries, lies in this complex interweaving of procedures for representing and
intervening. . . . We suggest that these attempts to instrumentalize government and
make it operable also have a kind of ‘‘technological’’ form. . . . If political
rationalities render reality into the domain of thought, these ‘‘technologies of
government’’ seek to translate thought into the domain of reality, and to establish
‘‘in the world of persons and things’’ spaces and devices for acting upon those
entities of which they dream and scheme.28

From this theoretical lens, the ways in which modern policing is constituted by
technologies of government*i.e., the coordinated use of media as technologies for
intelligence-gathering (representing) and logistics (intervening)*come sharply into
view.
Most previous work on media and governmentality has fallen into two categories:
first, a number of scholars have focused on the way that governmental interventions
are made via representational media content and the attendant guidance for
spectatorship which teaches the audience how to view. 29 Second, several scholars
have described the role of media technologies in the spatial and epistemological
procedures essential to liberal government.30 While the work of this latter group is
sensitive to certain functions often associated with policing (e.g., surveillance and
biometrics), we would like to focus on how media have functioned in the modern
police force: specifically, we are interested in how media are used by to govern the
police and police the population. We hope this alternative take on media,
governmentality, and police will open new avenues for considering the role of media
in the exercise and resistance of police power.
While doing justice to the history of police media would require at least a fulllength book, in this article we hope to provide several brief but illustrative glimpses
into this history. In this historical overview, then, we will look at a small cluster of
police rationalities and procedures from four crucial periods and trends in policing
history. Our analysis begins with a look at how media, like the police gazette, were
central to the fledgling liberal police project in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. Next we examine how anthropometric science and rogues’
galleries provided two complementary media strategies for the mid-nineteenthcentury police force. Third, we trace the relationship between automobility and the
police, considering how the radar gun, the Breathalyzer, the two-way radio, and other
police media have been used to govern citizens’ and patrols’ automobility. Finally we
delve into digital police media, which serve as a telos to the narrative of technological
development we have been tracing throughout the essay. The digital ideal*the ideal
of the rapid and flawless storage, translation, and dissemination of evidence and
other data*has long preoccupied the police imagination, and well-equipped urban
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police departments have often been on the very cutting edge of technological
developments. In conclusion we argue that further analyses of the logistical aspects of
police media allows for an understanding that may prove useful to contemporary
political struggles, as the point of contact between police and resistant movements is
largely organized and orchestrated by the use of police media in the streets.
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Media and the Birth of the Police
In the middle of the eighteenth century, the classical school of penology initiated
widespread reforms in punishment and policing. Foremost among these theorists was
Cesare Beccaria, whose Enlightenment ideals spawned a new penological science
based upon reasoned, economical deterrence rather than brutal retribution. Beccaria
plays a bit part in Foucault’s Discipline and Punish as a penological reformer,31 but his
ideas on police and punishment span beyond Foucault’s gloss. Whereas Foucault is
interested in Beccaria’s utilitarian theory of punishment, which instead of wreaking
bodily retribution sought to discourage potential criminals into inaction, we are
more interested in the policing implications of Beccaria’s axiom that ‘‘It is better to
prevent crimes than to punish them.’’32 Describing an alternative economy of crime
prevention, Beccaria writes:
It is not possible to reduce the turbulent activity of men to a geometric order
devoid of irregularity and confusion. Just as the constant and very simple laws of
nature do not prevent perturbations in the movements of the planets, so human
laws cannot prevent disturbances and disorders among the infinite and very
opposite forces of pleasure and pain. . . . Do you want to prevent crimes? Then see
to it that enlightenment accompanies liberty.33

By attributing the criminal impulse to human nature, Beccaria resigns society to a
certain degree of criminality. It is better to accept the fact of crime, he writes, than to
impose upon broad society an overtly disciplinary geometry of control that attempts
to stifle human ‘‘nature’’: ‘‘What would we be reduced to,’’ he asks, ‘‘if we were
forbidden everything that might tempt us to crime?’’34 Thus we see an evolution in
criminal response from retribution to surveillance and deterrence, such that the
liberal policing apparatus is imagined in its capacity to prevent and detect crime
while protecting citizens’ ‘‘liberty.’’ As we will show, Beccaria’s enlightened liberalism*and the economic theory of intervention and resources that accompanies it*
helps thrust media to the fore of the modern policing project, as it is used as a means
to mediate between disciplinary control and liberal governance.
Beccaria had a profound influence on the development of utilitarian thought, and
he was especially influential on Jeremy Bentham’s theories of policing.35 Hence in the
1790s, when Bentham was commissioned to develop a policing method to prevent
theft on the Thames River, he developed it upon the foundation of a Beccarian police
economy based in preventive surveillance. With magistrate Patrick Colquhoun and
Justice of the Peace John Harriot, Bentham devised a policing system that was unlike
anything that existed in England, and indeed the rest of Europe, at that time. While
amateur bands of watchmen armed with clubs and organized by horns and shouts
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had policed England’s communities since the Middle Ages, the idea of a sovereign,
salaried patrol of police officers was unheard of; in 1798, there were fewer than 100
police employees in all of England, and the majority of these were privately employed
by West Indian merchants.37 The advent of the public police force, then, was a pivotal
and unprecedented development in European governance, and its exercise was at first
severely constrained: in their early days, officers were even prevented from carrying
weapons. The three principal factors that restricted the size and vocation of the early
police force were: first, the rise of a liberal political order that transferred economic
rationalities to the domain of governance; second, the fearful opposition that English
citizens voiced to the rise of a sovereign police force38; and third, the profound
demand that patrols made on public resources, forcing experts like Bentham and
Colquhoun to devise ways in which technological and human resources could be
maximized to ameliorate the time/space challenges faced by a sparse, liberal police
patrol.39
The rationality that undergirded the rise of the new police force was made clear in
Colquhoun’s treatise on one of the earliest policing experiments in England, the
Thames River Police. Colquhoun used this 1800 work, A Treatise on the Commerce
and Police of the River Thames, to explore how the increasingly restless working class
could be better governed:
The mass of labourers became gradually contaminated. . . . The mind thus
reconciled to the action, the offence screened by impunity, and apparently
sanctioned by custom, the habits of pillage increased: others seduced by the force
of example, and stimulated by motives of avarice, soon pursued the same course of
Criminality, while the want of apposite Laws, and the means of carrying into
execution those that existed, gave an extensive range to Delinquency. New Converts
to the System of Iniquity were rapidly made.40

Faced with the upheavals in politics and labor that occurred in the late eighteenth
century, Colquhoun and Bentham devised an economy of police intervention that
relied on logistical media and coordinated patrol efforts. Colquhoun writes that, in
order to ‘‘renovate’’ the morals of the working class, the police force should be
aided by pecuniary energy, and by powers calculated, more to counteract the
Designs of evil-disposed persons by embarrassing them at all points, than to
punish. . . . [A]nd its effect will be the prevention of Depredations . . . in all
situations where they were formerly committed. Upon this basis will of course
be erected an improved System of Police Economy, in which will be combined every
thing that can tend to give utility and effect to the Design.41

What was left to the police, then, was how to organize social space in such a way to
‘‘embarrass’’ the designs of potential criminals.
Hence Colquhoun, Bentham, and other liberal utilitarians designed a policing
system that reimagined criminality and crime response vis-à-vis flows of people and
information. Police resources and personnel were distributed based upon the
mobility demands of the fleeing criminal and the communication imperatives of a
responsive/preventive police apparatus. Certain people, places, and activities were
tied to what David Garland calls ‘‘criminogenic situations,’’42 which were generalized
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based on factors such as a location’s capacities for communication and flow (lodge
houses and horse coachmen, e.g.), locale (urban or rural), and the class and perceived
moral quality of a business’s clientele (bars were targets, for example). L. J. Hume
describes how this process unfolded, showing that at the center of this liberal policing
policy lay
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an attempt to prevent offences against property by harassing receivers of stolen
goods and by establishing a co-ordinated network of police authorities throughout
the country. The attack on receivers consisted essentially in various measures
designed to facilitate knowledge of the fact of an offence.43

Thus one of the earliest rationalities of the governmentalized police force was that,
in order to decrease criminal activity without a heavy police presence, two measures
would have to be taken: first, the behaviors of suspect and volatile populations would
have to be surveilled and recorded, and second, certain lay individuals*such as
innkeepers and carriage drivers*would have to carry out that surveillance by
tracking and transmitting the behaviors of their fellow citizens.44 Describing the
advantages of implementing this vigilant lateral surveillance ethic among citizens,
Colquhoun writes in his influential Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis that the
police should position itself against criminals in the same way a general plots for war:
‘‘Opportunities are watched, and intelligence procured, with a degree of vigilance
similar to that which marks the conduct of a skilful General, eager to obtain an
advantage over an enemy.’’45
Media were central to the public distribution of this vigilance. For example, police
intelligence was procured by requiring business owners to develop vast systems of
bookkeeping: lodge houses were made to register their guests, and horse coachmen
were required to keep track of their passengers’ travels.46 The owners and employees
of suspect businesses were thus saddled with tremendous police-surveillance
responsibilities. Whereas businesses routinely kept transaction records for financial
reasons, Bentham emphasized that the information procured for policing authorities
should be much broader than the ‘‘pecuniary economy usually regarded as the sole
object of bookkeeping. . . . Every significant transaction should be recorded.’’47 Record
books were thus re-envisioned as police media rather than means to document
financial transactions, as fledgling police agencies appropriated traditional private
media practices to trace the flows in and out of criminogenic spaces.
In addition to enhancing and redirecting the bookkeeping practices of volatile
businesses, the earliest police bureaucracies used media to deputize local populations
in the hunt for suspects. In a practice that has continued to the present day, police
agencies would communicate rewards, crimes, stolen goods, and potential threats via
newspapers, handbills, professional police gazettes, and strategically distributed
‘‘wanted’’ posters. For example, in the 1770s the Weekly Hue and Cry,48 a police
gazette devoted to the capture of criminals, deserters, and the mentally disabled,
entered circulation; but it took several decades for this project to become successful
throughout England.49 In 1822, J. T. Barber Beaumont*one of England’s chief law
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enforcement officers in the early nineteenth century*testified before a government
committee about how to best overhaul the media-driven hue and cry system:
It is true that there is a police newspaper called the ‘‘Hue and Cry,’’ but it is only
published ONCE in three weeks, and now that the communication all over the
kingdom is so rapid, no one would think of giving three weeks start to a criminal
before a hue and cry were raised. That paper is of no use. . . . To produce a really
effective ‘‘Hue and Cry,’’ it is therefore proposed for all informations of robberies,
frauds, and other great offences in and about the metropolis, to be taken on oath at
the police offices . . . [and] to be abstracted and transmitted every day at noon to a
central office. . . . [and] to be immediately inserted in a Police Gazette, published
every afternoon and set to every police office . . . to be by them filed.50

Beaumont relates that the central problems facing the early police are the
spatiotemporal constraints that limit officers’ abilities to intervene into and prevent
criminal activity. The main problem with the Hue and Cry Gazette was its infrequency:
with innovations in communication and transport, criminals were beating the police
at the communication game. Old methods of police-media response were thus totally
ineffective at meeting the challenges of the new century. A centralized communications office was needed, from which the news of all crimes could be transmitted to
local jurisdictions each day. Further, these reports would need to be kept on file, so
that offenses could be kept alive in the investigative imagination of local police
bureaucracies.
This dream of perfect storage, access, and dissemination lends itself to demands for
increasingly centralized police communications. When English politicians and
bureaucrats were debating the need for a centralized police force in the early
nineteenth century, committees were formed to assess the efficacy of centralizing
England’s sparse network of independent police jurisdictions. The 1816 testimony of
Nathaniel Conant, the magistrate of the Bow-Street Runners organization*a local
policing apparatus that would soon provide the model for the rest of England*
shows that centralized communications was a fantasy of the police even in its infancy.
Responding to an examiner about the potential efficacy of a centralized office of
police communications, Conant opines:
I have seen myself that such a communication would have been desirable at one
part of the town, of an offence committed at another; because they would possibly
have discovered an important offender who was afterwards found to have escaped
into that neighborhood. . . . I have often thought that such communication, but for
the expense attending it, would have a beneficial effect. I have thought of
recommending, that one of the Clerks of every Office, at three in the afternoon,
should put upon paper a minute of important offences, and sent it in the Pennypost to each Office; it would reach the Offices in two hours, and would answer
many useful purposes.51

Conant’s testimony illustrates how in many ways the policing problem has historically
been a media problem. The communication and storage of evidence and other data, as
well as the deployment and coordination of patrols, have always shaped the aspirations
and success of the modern police force. Because the constraints of mediated
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communication frustrate the policing project, the ideal of faster, more durable, and
more accurate communication has proven to be a recurrent preoccupation of police
officials working to maintain their traditional governmentalized project.
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Anthropometrics and Publicity in Nineteenth-Century Policing
As the police force continued to gain power and resources throughout the nineteenth
century, its need for new knowledges and new instruments grew. To theorize the
proper role of police in an economy of state practices, police councils turned to
politicians and experts in the human and biological sciences, many of them practicing
proto-eugenic specialties like anthropometry. As eugenics crept into most nooks of
scientific inquiry, these experts and community leaders routinely reported that police
could address growing crime rates*exacerbated by the industrial revolution and
rapid urbanization*by linking citizens to vast surveillance databases that would
contain photographs, family genealogies, and life histories. These databases were in
part aimed at providing authorities with a vast resource with which they could isolate
the genesis, habits, and physical characteristics of Homo criminalis, the (oftentimes
constitutionally) criminal being.52 More generally, anthropometric data were used to
gather and store knowledge about how police resources could be best allocated in
order to preserve the size and focus of the governmentalized police force. While the
importance of anthropometric databases to eugenic criminology has been welldocumented,53 we will turn our attention to how anthropometrics introduced new
challenges and opportunities to the police media apparatus.
Media and modern forensic policing have long had a tight-knit relationship, and
detective work and forensic science more generally benefit from the development of
faster, more efficient, and more accurate methods for rendering residues of the past
into analyzable data. In the 1880s Alphonse Bertillon, who was an influential police
theorist in the late nineteenth century, introduced a new media-driven anthropometric science called ‘‘signaletics.’’ Hoping to turn the human body into a technology
of criminal evidence, Bertillon devised a complex anthropometric scheme that sought
to identify criminals with empirical precision, and then keep representations of them
on file and ready at hand. The rationality behind this development, writes one of
signaletics’ earliest American adopters, is to render the human body and its traces
into data that could be harnessed by police agencies:
How much more precious still would such a means of identification be if it could
be applied, not only to the living man, but to his dead body, even when crushed,
mangled or dismembered beyond the recognition of his nearest friends and
relatives!’’54

Although Bertillon’s dream of a biometric passport system*which would require all
citizens at all times to carry their ‘‘papers,’’ complete with photograph, life history,
bodily measurements, and fingerprints*never took strong hold in Western Europe
or America, his innovations in investigation, intelligence-gathering, and surveillance
have had a lasting impact on contemporary forensic and preventive policing
techniques.55
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One of the central problems that Bertillon’s signaletics set out to solve was how to
record and transmit the identity of criminals reliably. Although photography was an
important part of Bertillon’s method, he recognized the shortcomings of a criminal
identification system that relied primarily on photographs: first, Bertillon concluded
that, given the state of photography at the time, photographs would have to be taken
in the same place and by the same photographic equipment; second, he realized that
photographs could not be easily reproduced and transmitted between jurisdictions;
and third, he recognized that photographs captured superficial information that could
be easily altered by clever suspects.56 Signaletics, on the other hand, developed a
thorough battery of bodily measurements that would quantify those parts of the adult
body that remain relatively stable throughout life. Bertillon found that, if one were to
take measurements of the head, feet, middle finger, forearm, height, ear, and other
body parts, the statistical probability of false identification would be extremely low;
and more importantly, these numerical anthropometric records would be much more
comprehensive and transmissible than photographic images. So in addition to
cameras and photographs, Bertillon turned to calipers, gauges, ink pens, and file cards
in order to bring his ‘‘written portraits’’57 to life in a standardized form that could be
widely and easily distributed.58 Bertillon’s signaletic science, then, was caught up in a
broader media environment that constituted the possibilities of the policing project.
Signaletics soon gained popularity across America and in Europe and its colonies.
In 1896, Boston’s superintendent of police, Benjamin P. Eldridge, described his
‘‘mathematical’’ investigative strategy based upon Bertillon’s signaletics:
To facilitate the comparison and identification [of criminals], every set of
measurements that is taken is recorded on a card, and this card is filed in a
cabinet divided into compartments, each of which is subdivided. these separate
compartments are used for the classification of cards in a way approximately
resembling the filing of book cards in a public library. In searching to identify any
person who has been arrested, the examiner . . . can turn at once to a compartment
in the cabinet containing all the cards of persons whose heads come within this
range. This compartment is divided into smaller compartments, each of which
contains its special range of measurements of other parts of the body, or marks
distinctions in the color of the eyes and hair. So if there is any card of
measurements corresponding exactly to the set taken by the examiner, he will
soon put his hand upon it.59

Eldridge illustrates how the late nineteenth-century police strove to govern through
setting out the ‘‘rascal’’ population as a manageable set of data. Yet this process of
representation was severely complicated by problems of compatibility and speed; not
only was the measurement of criminals and suspects a time-consuming and difficult
affair*signaletics required eleven measurements*but scouring through archives for
identity matches imposed a huge workload on police workers. As Eldridge explains,
this was addressed by organizing a special filing system, as the desire for a more
‘‘mathematical’’ (i.e., digital) process preoccupied turn-of-the-century police strategy
(Figure 1).
At about this time, an alternative criminal identification strategy, the Rogue’s
Gallery, rose in popularity in American policing. The Rogue’s Gallery, which
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Figure 1. Demonstration of Bertillon’s Signaletic Measurements.102

eschewed the private police files and note cards demanded by signaletics, gained
prominence in the 1880s when Thomas Byrne, head of the New York City Police
Department, developed a criminal identification method that featured the Gallery.
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Contra Francis Galton and other advocates of eugenics and the measurability of
criminal ‘‘types,’’ Byrne cautions that theorizing a criminal class based upon physical
features is a waste of time:
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Look through the pictures in the Rogues’ Gallery and see how many rascals you find
there who resemble the best people in the country. Why, you can find some of them,
I dare say, sufficiently like personal acquaintances to admit of mistaking one for the
other. . . . In fact, it is a bad thing to judge by appearances, and it is not always safe to
judge against them. Experience of men is always needed to place them right.60

This recognition gave Byrne a different set of concerns, as criminal identification was
a matter with which non-specialists could assist. With signaletics and similar filebased identification strategies in mind, Byrnes writes:
While the photographs of burglars, forgers, sneak thieves, and robbers of lesser
degree are kept in police albums, many offenders are still able to operate
successfully. But with their likenesses within reach of all, their vocation would
soon become risky and unprofitable.61

Byrne brings to the fore the question of whether police should govern through public
rather than confidential police data. For Byrne, publicity had a number of
advantages: first, it helped investigators and the public move beyond hyper-rational
and hindering stereotypes of the criminal class, and second it effectively integrated
representation and intervention into a single media process. Recognizing that rascals
can appear as distinguished as any judge or businessman, Byrne refused to use
photography and anthropometrics to theorize the criminal body (Figure 2); instead,
the rogues’ galleries established the police’s focus on the physical characteristics of the
individual suspect. These photographs, then, did not seek to capture the physical
evidence of a criminal’s internal affliction, but were instead constitutive police media
by which lay individuals were recruited into the policing apparatus. Like printed
police gazettes and ‘‘wanted’’ posters, the rogues’ galleries worked to deter crime by
spontaneous recruitment and hence the threat of publicly distributed, ubiquitous
surveillance.
We see, then, two distinct yet parallel ways in which police media were used to
govern crime in the nineteenth century. First, the police strove to represent the
criminal and his or her acts into actionable data, typically through the use of
specialized personnel and investigations.62 Today, of course, these media-driven
practices still dominate the policing project, as technological developments such as
fingerprinting, mug shots, and the polygraph shape police procedures at every level
and allow the police to deploy resources more efficiently. Second, we see that police
media were used to publicize suspects’ identities, diffusing police responsibilities to
the public and deterring crime through the insecurity of categorical suspicion and
ubiquitous surveillance.63 This method, as we pointed out in our earlier discussion of
police gazettes, has a long history, and the value of this kind of publicity was hotly
debated among nineteenth-century police officials.64 Synthesizing practices of
representation and intervention, this diffusion of policing responsibilities allowed
the surveillance reach of the police to multiply while the force itself remained
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Figure 2. Philadelphia’s Rogues’ Gallery in 1884.103

relatively sparse and inconspicuous. Taken together, these two different media
strategies helped satisfy the creeping disciplinary ambitions of the police while
permitting the liberal police force to govern best while governing least.
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Media and Police Automobility
Balancing the mobility and efficiency of communications has long been a concern of
the police. The earliest forms of police patrol media were primarily mobile, and
included guns, lights, whistles, night sticks, bells, and other instruments used to draw
attention, call to arms, and warn civilians of immediate threats.65 In the case of guns
and night sticks, this was not their primary purpose. However, any number of
technologies can and have been rearticulated to serve as a means for collecting,
transmitting, storing, and processing police messages. Later, electronic systems
connected the police to a broader network, but the media themselves were stable and
tended to be placed in vicinities that were strategically and efficiently oriented
according to logistical centrality and perceived necessity. In the 1850s, telegraphic call
boxes were installed in some jurisdictions, allowing citizens one-way communications with the police.66 More efficient call boxes would begin to appear in the late
1870s in America, and by the end of the century they were distributed throughout the
British Isles. From its inception in 1880, this hybrid medium combined the telegraph
and telephone into a multiple signal mechanism that via coded messages could
designate a ‘‘fire, routine report, summon an ambulance, signal a riot, call a wagon or
permit use of the telephone without a coded signal.’’67 Of equal importance, ‘‘All
signals are recorded on paper tape at headquarters, giving a permanent record of
exact time and location of the call.’’68 These new police media automated the
collection of spatiotemporal data and provided a mechanism for surveilling officers
themselves, an under-discussed yet essential element of the policing process.69 Hence
as with so many police media, call boxes were logistical coordination and response
devices as well as information collecting technologies.70
Yet as transportation and communication systems evolved, the police developed
new means of enhancing their mobile capabilities. We should consider, therefore, the
pivotal role that transportation technologies have played in reorienting the police’s
relationship to the time/space axis.71 Well before the patrol car was introduced, horse
drawn patrol wagons were widely established as a means of extending the range,
speed, and load capacity of the police patrol. Although by the 1880s wagons were a
mainstay of American police forces, their use restricted patrol to navigable roads, thus
making the road a space of heightened policing.72 Concerns with all three of these
variables*speed, range, and load*continue to this day and are in part determined
by the utilization of modes of transport as media technologies. Many early police cars
were in fact an extension of the horse drawn wagon as they were envisioned as both
roving criminal collection devices whose enhanced storage capacity enabled the
collection and processing of a greater number of criminals, not to mention a means for
the rapid deployment of a police swarm.73 The San Francisco Police Department’s
official history focuses upon just such a transport/media ‘‘system’’:
In 1889 the department established a patrol wagon/call box system through which
officers could call their stations for the first time and obtain speedy backup
assistance. Reserve officers standing by in stations would mount the wagons and
respond quickly to calls for assistance and other emergencies.74
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These innovations in automobility gave the police a new set of opportunities,
challenges, and preoccupations. Beyond instigating all manner of societal upheaval,
the automobile radically reconfigured the nature of police work and soon became its
primary security concern.75 In 1968 political scientist Paul Weston betrayed this
sentiment, coining the neologism motorthanasia to describe the conditions that were
leading to the US’s 50,000 annual traffic fatalities: ‘‘The great tragedy of this age of
motorthanasia is that the only forces waging a day-to-day fight against death and
injury on the highways are the police.’’76 Widespread automobility altered the
geometry of the ‘‘three great variables’’ by increasing the speed of transport for both
criminals and police, extending the territory over which police patrols were
distributed and creating new demands and capacities for police communication. By
1932, with the advent of the first two-way radio system, mobile communication
technologies further reoriented the time/space axis and helped create a new police
media sensibility in which too much communication or too little communication
were both considered a threat to automotive safety.77 As has been shown, the
question of controlling dangerous mobilities had been a concern of police since its
infancy, so these developments are more a change in scope than one of kind (Figures
3 and 4). Further, while automobile-based police patrol had become a mainstay of US
policing by the 1910s, it was by no means the only form of patrol, nor was
technologically enhanced mobility an entirely new element of policing. Foot, horse,
bicycle, motorcycle, boat, and aircraft were all prominent modes of police transport
by the 1960s,78 thus making the police’s territorial reach and intelligence capacities
both extensive and intensive.

Figure 3. Police patrol wagon in Tampa Bay, 18901900.104
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Figure 4. Police patrol wagon in Baltimore, 1920s.105

This extension of mobility provided new means of gathering intelligence and
enacting surveillance. For instance, radar guns were introduced in the 1950s to record
the speed of vehicles, allowing for (1) individual citations to be given according to
strict, mechanically collected data free from the subjective assessment of police
judgment, and (2) the generation of a broader database of speeding at the level of the
driving population. In this rudimentary sense radar detectors were both a technology
of representation and intervention. In addition, airplanes eventually allowed for the
ability to monitor a greater number of speeders while simultaneously providing a
‘‘bird’s eye view’’ of the motoring population, seen as a mass or aggregated traffic
system. Thus police airplanes are both modes of transport and ‘‘ways of seeing,’’ as
cockpit windows create a unique screen through which to monitor the world. Hence,
at the level of police intelligence these newly integrated technologies extend the range
of surveillance and offer new forms of data for collection, storage, and analysis.
To combat the most vilified form of illegal automobility, drunk driving, a number
of media were brought into play in order to validate officers’ suspicions. In the 1920s,
Indiana University’s Rollo N. Harger developed blood and urine tests that police
could use to measure the alcohol content of suspects’ bodily fluids; but because these
tests took several days to process, Harger and his team developed new ways to
increase the speed of alcohol detection.79 By the early 1930s, Harger developed a set
of subjective criteria by which specially trained officers could detect drunkenness in
suspects; yet while this met the demands of speed, it left much to be desired in
accuracy. Then in 1938, Harger invented what he called ‘‘the Drunkometer,’’ which
had its own problems: it was clunky and had to be recalibrated each time it was
moved, so while it was a useful medium for measuring intoxication levels in
laboratory studies, it was of little use to a mobilized police force. Yet in 1954, another
Indiana University professor invented the Breathalyzer,80 which has become the
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police standard for collecting intoxication data, providing stable results even while
being transported in an automobile. These police media function by turning
phenomena into measurable illegalities. Risk was thereby made indexical, and
contingencies are given the veneer of scientific determinacy via quantification:
‘‘drunkenness’’ suddenly becomes a quotient, 0.08 blood alcohol content. In other
words, the demand for objective criteria in the assessment of risk also demands media
for turning worldly phenomena into measurable and hence governable data.
In 1968, prominent criminologist Paul B. Weston wrote that
A successful tactical plan for action by police and other agencies concerned with
traffic safety can only be based upon the facts confirmed in these [traffic]
records. . . . [Yet] there has to be a cutback in the mass of accident records
maintained by police . . . so that accident records can be maintained in some some
manageable form.81

As with Bentham and Colquhoun’s approach to policing the Thames, traffic
management would 150 years later follow the same sets of concerns, such as
‘‘identify dangerous locations or areas, . . . time of accidents, . . . cause of accidents, . . .
[and] reveal the effectiveness of police traffic control activities.’’82 Ledgers, carbon
copy accident report forms, specialized training for accident assessment, weekly and
monthly trend reports, location-based filing, spot maps for high-frequency accident
locations, lists of most hazardous locations, collision diagrams, specially outfitted
accident investigation cars, and ‘‘an efficient accident records unit’’83 have all been
deemed necessary elements of a successful police media apparatus.
After the Unsafe at Any Speed movement,84 governmental response to traffic safety
invested an unprecedented amount of resources into studying traffic safety and
implementing direct and cybernetic interventions. In particular, a variety of police
media were subjected to assessment and quality control, including rumble strips,
school zone flashers, freeway television surveillance, traffic control by radio
communication, nuclear-energized self-luminous highway signs, in-car driver warning devices, computerized traffic actuated signals, communication of disabled
vehicles, electronic traffic control and surveillance, and computerized traffic simulation modeling.85 Treating these technologies as police media allows us to understand
the nuanced ways that communication processes are elaborated and automated as a
means of altering conduct in an efficient and non-intrusive fashion. Consider the
rumble strip, for example, which is a cybernetic police agent that responds to a driver’s
communicative action*viz., ‘‘I’m not paying attention’’*with its own response, ‘‘Pay
attention! Steer back on the road!’’ 86
While driver’s licenses and automobile license plates function as remote indicators
of identity, these technologies provide little data in and of themselves; they are fully
operative only when they become indices within a broader data set of the criminal
record. Further, the remote retrieval and input of data while on patrol spreads the
effectivity of police media as collectors and processors of information; the network is
thus enlarged and sped up due to mobile media, and netpower is engorged. It is no
surprise, then, that the police have been at the forefront of mobile media. While
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militaries have generally outpaced police in their use of media at the tactical level of
managing space and quickly amassing force,87 the police have led the way in
mobilizing remote databases. Police media have been making these data remotely
available for hundreds of years through various print media, and with the advent of
the telegraphic call box access became markedly smoother and more immediate by
the 1860s. However, it was the advent of more remote forms of radio, telephonic,
satellite, and ultimately digital media that have steadily increased the spatial and
temporal frontiers of the modern police force.
Police and the Digital Ideal
Even though the broad-based amassing of data has some imagining Big Brother
scenarios of all kinds, police administrators still use the language of efficiency and
intelligent application of limited resources. The police record is not supposed to be
all-encompassing, but rather intelligently shared by necessary policing agencies
through translatable and accessible channels. Concerns over data-loss and incommensurable media systems plagued police telecommunications specialists for decades.
How accurate was a 1924 fingerprint sent from New York to Chicago by Western
Union’s Telepix system? Analog records always had to be translated through
transmission. This could mean a police communications officer accessing a criminal
file in a cabinet and then reading important data to officers in the field listening on
their one way police radio. Or it could mean sending a ‘‘missing persons’’ photo
through a telephone assisted facsimile apparatus, a much more complicated multisequenced translation process that begins with an arbitrary flashbulb and an
emulsifying chemical bath; decades later that result could travel through the phone
lines as binarized data to be reconfigured as a pixelated image to connect a corpse
with a criminal record continents away.
Incompatible systems and inaccessible databases were the two main problems
confounding police omniscience, as data were in the wrong medium or were not
properly mobile. To a large degree, such media incompatibilities were blamed for the
failure of police to stop the 9/11 attacks.88 More broadly the Department of Justice’s
(DOJ) IT plan presents a world of complexity laden with potential security threats:
Terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and large-scale criminal incidents too often serve
as case studies that reveal weaknesses in our nation’s information sharing
capabilities. Current information collection and dissemination practices have not
been planned as part of a unified national strategy. A tremendous quantity of
information that should be shared is still not effectively shared and utilized among
communities of interest (COIs).89

Such DOJ documents are filled with infrastructural plans, diagrams, and flowcharts
that clarify the necessity for a networked system that is still oriented around a central
force, the US Government. As they state, ‘‘The Department supports both centralized
and distributed models for information sharing.’’90 While such a system has many
nodes and is distributed, it is not a uniformly equal system, but corresponds to the
asymmetrical power relations natural to most networks.91
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As this general state of impending security crisis has become the ‘‘new normal,’’
many calls have been made for fully networked and entirely digitized police media at
the regional and local level as well. The US Justice Department calls for just such
media in their aptly titled policy brief ‘‘Effective Police Communications Systems
Require New ‘Governance.’’’92 The brief describes the history of police media
incompatibility as originating with the use of police radio in 1933. Various
interregional and extra-regional law enforcement and public safety agencies created
separate and incompatible communications systems; hence these ‘‘stovepipes’’ were
left both ineffective and inefficient. Instead the Justice Department calls for complete
interoperability in which agencies share ownership, control, access, data, and costs.
Similarly, by 2010 at least seventy two ‘‘fusion centers’’ had been created by the DHS
in order to facilitate the collecting, sharing, and processing of data by local police
forces, state police agencies, the FBI, and other intelligence services (Figure 5).93
These centers point toward trends to more broadly network police media with all
digital media. Digital information is gathered from all possible points at these centers,
in part by private industry data specialists, in order to profile potential terrorists or
political dissidents. Facebook posts, blog entries, and YouTube videos are treated as
criminological data. Such policing of media could exponentially broaden the
consideration of what may count as police media. It is at this point that we see the
tendency toward what is variously called ‘‘function creep’’ or ‘‘surveillance creep’’94
that in this instance aligns with the more disciplinary or all-encompassing form of
policing. Fusion centers are light, efficient and relatively unobtrusive, described as
being ‘‘soft surveillance,’’95 thus looking an awful lot like the kind of ‘‘governing at a
distance’’ most associated with modes of governmentality and security.
The vast scope and intensive data-processing of these practices raise considerable
questions when one considers that all data are potentially criminological data. The
ideal of digitality is to make all media one medium.96 Further, with the advent of
Internet-enabled mobile media perfect and seamlessly shared police knowledge can
theoretically be collectively captured and processed everywhere, anytime, and by any
police actants. The world can be turned into digitized data through numerous police
media like radar guns, breathalyzers, CCTV cameras, digital fingerprinting, etc., as
well as by ‘‘deputizing’’ all digital media in vast data-veillance efforts. Biometric,
photographic, economic, demographic, genealogical, geospatial, and unspecified
digital traces all exist as algorithmic and probabilistic potentiality. Temporal and
spatial dynamics can be accessed, assessed, or even randomly generated to model
optimal policing procedures.97 The logic of security, unlike disciplinarity, is not
binary*separating out the desirable from the undesirable*but it has increasingly
come to depend on turning the world into binary data.
Conclusion
We want to conclude by offering two suggestions, one scholarly and the other
political. First, there is much to be gained through broadening the analysis of media
to include logistical media, especially as it concerns governmentality. The technical
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Figure 5. Department of Justice Fusion Center data collection flowchart.

and logistical aspects of governance are very often served, promoted, and enabled by
such media. Our analysis of police media is merely a thin slice of one arena of how
logistical media make modern governance possible. Importantly, the considerations
of representing and intervening, as initially outlined by Ian Hacking nearly thirty
years ago, retain their importance for both historical and present-minded critical
research. The centrality of media in these processes cannot be overstated. Redirecting
analysis toward how media function in the circulation of bodies and the production of
knowledge, as opposed to the dissemination of knowledge or untruths, seems like a
good starting point for broadening our understanding of how media function within
different modalities of governmentality.
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Second, it is becoming increasingly important to recognize that police resistance
needs to attend to police media not only in terms of ideological maintenance, but also
as strategic and logistical mechanisms for the collection, maintenance, and distribution of information and force. The police are increasingly looking to monopolize
media by making illegal the tactical and logistical use of media by resistant forces. As
Jack Bratich has explained, the ability to use media of all sorts, particularly in their
logistical capacity, by protest movements has either been prevented outright through
incarceration, as with the 2009 G20 protests in Pittsburgh, or co-opted and redirected
as in the Egyptian uprising of 2011.98 In such instances the police maintain superiority
not simply through a monopoly on the use of violence, but by creating a monopoly on
the use of logistical media as well.
Police media-violence should be a central consideration for protest movements. As
Elmer and Opel clarify, such tactics transfer to the homeland the preemptive logics
that spawned the Iraq War, as media are engaged domestically against dissidents to
stop them before they even begin to protest.99 Weaponry such as tasers are ideally
suited for what are always-already mediated events such as protests, because they
leave no visible trace of the violence they enact and on video footage look relatively
harmless even as they are being deployed. Further, some police media are violent in
and of themselves and also fail to leave a trace. The 2010 G20 Summit in Pittsburgh
saw the inauguration of sound cannons, which ‘‘fire’’ a sonic blast of up to 150
decibels, producing what Patrick Gillham, Bob Edwards, and John Noakes call
‘‘strategic incapacitation.’’100 After their success against G-20 protestors, these
cannons are becoming a routine part of the police-media arsenal: they were deployed
extensively by police against the Occupy Movements of 2011 and were dispatched
against protestors of the 2012 NATO Summit in Chicago.101 Understanding police
media, then, is not simply of interest to media historians, but rather is necessary for
understanding how and under what conditions media are policed*how they are
made part of the policing process and how their use by protestors is suppressed,
appropriated, or made illegal. As media become increasingly central to policing in
general and policing dissent in particular, not only must the logistical mechanisms by
which policing takes place be made transparent, but they need to be understood in
order that countermeasures can be devised.
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